
CS 502 Operating Systems WPI, Fall 2003Craig E. Wills Homework 2 (10 pts)Assigned: Monday, Otober 20, 2003 Due: Monday, November 10, 2003
Paper ReviewFor this homework you are to read and review the paper \Salability of Linux Event-DispathMehanisms" [1℄. In reading papers for this ourse (and in general) you should get in the habitof taking notes while reading, either on the paper itself or separately. These notes shouldbe on points you agree or disagree with, or questions that arise as you read. Sometimesquestions that you have will be answered later in the paper. If not answered later then thesequestions should be inluded in your review or be raised in lass disussion.After reading the paper you should write a review of the paper. This review shouldsummarize the main points of the paper, fousing on the main ideas, assumptions, insightsand onlusions of the paper. This summary should be at most a page. At least as importantis for you to inlude a disussion of your thoughts and questions on the paper. As a wordof aution, do not take every word in the paper as gospel. Do not be afraid to question orritiize what was done. As you beome more familiar with literature, you will have a betterbasis to ompare the work to others' work and set the work in ontext. The following arequestions to think about in your writeup.1. What problem(s) is being addressed by this work?2. What are the stated objetives of the work?3. What is the outome (results) of the work? What worked well and what did not work?What are the tradeo�s?4. How would you ritique the paper?5. What questions do you have about the work or paper?6. What additional readings were or should be onsulted?As a guideline, your review should be up to 500 words in length. This is a guideline andnot a hard and fast rule. A good review will have a onise summary of the paper as well asyour personal insight and ritique on the paper.Referenes[1℄ Abhishek Chandra and David Mosberger. Salability of Linux event-dispath meha-nisms. In Proeedings of the 2001 USENIX Annual Tehnial Conferene, Boston, MAUSA, June 2001. 1


